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this did not amount to an a.bandonment to the ot the carbon
anode. '

11.
The Hall claimed a bath "composed ot the ftuorides ot aluminum

and a metal mO,re electro-positive than aluminum." In his specification
he described a bath composed of fluorides ot aluminum and sodium,
"these salts being preferably mingled together in the proportions of 84
palts of sodium fluoride and 169 parts of aluminum fluoride. A convenient
method of forming the bath consists in adding to the mineral cryolite
338-421 of its weight of aluminum fluoride to secure in the bath the
proller relative proportions of the fluorides. Such proportions may be
vaIied within certain limits without materially affecting the operation
or function of the bath, as, in fact, any proportions which may befound
suitable may be employed." Held, that this could not be construed as a
disclaimer of the use of cryolite alone (which is a double fluoride ot
aluminum and sodium) for the bath, and that the patent covel'S every
double fluoride of aluminum and sodium which can be made to produce
aluminum when used as a bath in the Hall process.

18. SAME-LnUTING CLAIMS.
The facts that Hallin his speclflcations describes an apparatus for

the bath by external heat, and that the claim speaks of dissolving alumina
in the fused buth, "und then pussing an electric current," do not limit him
to the use of external heat as against the heat developed by the current
itself, for the claims contain nothing as to the production of the heat,
and the patent states that the apparatus described therein forms no part
of the invention. Following Tilghman v. Proctor, 102 U. S. 707.

14. SAME-CONSTRUCTION OF CLAIM.
The claim in the Hall patent of a "carbonaceous anode" covers both

anodes made partly of carbon and those composed wholiy ot that sub-
stance.

In Equity. Bill to restrain infringement of patent. Decree for
complainant.
George H. Christy and W. Bakewell & Sons, for complainant.
Henry S. Sherman, Leggett & Leggett, and Frederick S. Betti,

tor defendant.
Before TAFT, Circuit Judge, and RICKS, District Judge.

TAFT, Circuit Judge. This is a suit in equity by the Pittsburgh
Reduction Company against the Cowles Electric Smelting & Alu-
minum Company, to restrain the infringement of a patent process
for reducing aluminum by electrolysis, (letters patent No. 400,766,)
owned by the complainant under an assignment from the original
patentee, Charles M. Hall. The patent was applied for July 9, 1886,
and was granted April 2, 1889. The defenses to the suit are:
First, that the patent is invalid for want of novelty; and, second,
that the defendant does not infringe.
Electrolysis is a process for separating a chemical compound into

itllelements by passing through it an electric current. The current
is effective for this purpose only when the compound is reduced to
a liquid state. either by ,solution or fusion. The compound which is
decomposed by the current is called the "electrolyte."
Aluminum is a metal which was first isolated by Wohler in 1827.

There is great difficulty in obtaining the pure metal from its com-
pounds because of the tenacity with which it unites with other
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substances. The compounds of aluminum are very abundant in
nature. The most common, perhaps, is the oxide of aluminum,
called alumina, one molecule of which is composed of three atoms
of oxygen and two atoms of aluminum. Alumina is insoluble in
water, and practicall,Y infusible.
Fluorine unites with the metals to form fluorides. The fluoride of

sodium and the fluoride of aluminum united form what is known
as the "double fluoride of aluminum and sodium." There are several
minerals found in nature which are double fluorides of aluminum
and sodium, of which cr,Yolite is much more common than the
others, and is found in large quantities in Greenland. Its uses are.
so extensive that it has become a well-known article of commerce.
:More than 50 metals are known to chemists. When one of

these is united with nonmetallic substances, and the compound is
reduced to a liquid stat€ by solution or fusion, and subjected to
an electric current, which decomposes it, the nonmetallic element
of the compound wiil be drawn by the current to that point in the
bath where the <Jurrent enters it from the positive pole, called the
"anode," and the metal will move in the direction of the point where
the current leaves the bath for the negative pole, called the
"cathode." :Metals differ, however, in the ease with which the cur-
rent can draw them to the cathode; and when one is more sluggish
than another in ,Yielding to this influence the one is said to be more
electro-positive than the other. Scientists have arranged all known
metals accordingly. The only metals more electro-positive than
aluminum are magnesium, calcium, strontium, barium, lithium, so-
dium, potassium, rubidium, and caesium. All other metals yield
more readil,Y to the current. vVhen several compounds in solution
or fusion are. electrolyzed, the current will attack and decompose
that compound whose parts are least firmly united, or, as the phrase
is, "which is least stable." As might be supposed from the fore-
going, the more electro-positive a metal is, the more stable its com-
pounds are likely to be. is so common in nature that
everyone, in a desire to get pure aluminum, would naturally turn
to that asone of the simplest of its compounds; but the fact that
the oxygen has proved to be so firmly united to aluminum as to resist
the action of the highest heat has been very discouraging to chem-
ists.
Hall, the original patentee of the patent in suit, was a resident of

Oberlin, Ohio, and a graduate of the college at that place. He had a
strong taste for chemistry, and after leaving college in 1884 gave
his attention, among other things, to the aluminum problem, which
had baffled so many before him. He conceived the idea of obtain-
ing aluminum from alumina by electrolysis, and concluded that if
he could find a bath made up of compounds more electrically stable
than alumina, which would freely dissolve alumina, the application
of the current to the mixture would the. aluminum upon
the and would free the oxygen at the anode. He discov-
ered that the fluoride of aluminum, when united witl,l the fluoride
of any metal more electr9.positive than aluminum, to forma double
fluoride, would, when heated to fusion, dissolve alumina as freely as
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sugar will dissolve in water, and that an electric current passed
through the fused mixture would deposit pure aluminum at the
poles. Hall took out one patent for the process, in which he used a
double fluoride of sodium and aluminum, and in this patent he also
claimed the general process broadly, as we have stated it above.
This is the patent in suit. He also took out other patents, as per·
mitted by the practice of the patent office, covering the process when
the fluorides of other metals more electro·positive than aluminum
are used. The two claims of the patent in suit which are here in·
volved are as follows:
"(1) As an improvement in the art of manufacturing aluminum, the herein

describpd process, which consists in alumina in a fused bath com-
posed of the fluorides of aluminum, and a metal more electro-positive than
aluminum, and thpn passing an electric current through the fused mass, sub-
stantially as set forth.
"(2) As an improvpment in the art of manufacturing aluminum, the herein-

described process, which consists in dissolving alumina In a fused bath com-
posed of the flUOl1des of aluminum and sodiulTl, and then an electric
{'urrent, by means of a carbonaceous anode, thruugh the fused mass, substan-
tially as set forth,"

The defendant is said to infringe both these claims. The valid-
ity of the first, so far as it covers defendant's procesf', and of the
second, is attacked by the defendant.
We shall first consider the validity of the claims, and in that

connection must refer to the history of the art. It is said on be-
half of the defendant that as far back as 1859, De Ville, a famolm
French chemist, published to the world the process which Hall
has included in his patent. De Ville gave a great deal of time to
aluminum and its production from its compounds. He was the
discoverer of the purely chemical process by which, without the
aid of electricity, pure aluminum has been manufactured since his
day down to the present time. He also gave some attention to thf
manufacture of aluminum by the process of electrolysis. In the
publication by De Ville on aluminum, its properties, itn manl'..
facture, and its uses, in the year 1859, we find this statement:
"Aluminum by the Current. The same bath of the double chloride of alu-

minum and sodium can be used for coating with aluminum, especially cop-
per, on which Ca.ptain Caron and myself have worked. In order to suooefd
well, one must employ a bath of the double chloride, which has been care-
fully purified from all metallic substances by the a.ctlon of the current itself.
When the aluminum which deposits at the negative pole appears pure, one
attaches to this pole the piece of copper to be aluminized, and to the nega-
tive pole a bar of aluminum."
("Footnote. A compact mixture of carbon and alumina, which is transferred

into chioride of aluminum gradually and in measure as the deposit of alu-
minum takes place, keeps the composition ot. the bath constant for an. Indefi·
nlte period of time.")
"The temperature must be kept somewhat below the melting point -,>1

aluminum. The deposit takes place with great facility. It Is very adhering;
but It Is difiicult to prevent the metal from getting Impregnated with double
chloride, which attacks It the moment one washes the piece, While, with
some precaution, one succeeds. The washing of the piece mlL'lt be done with
much water, and for a long time. Cryolite, in the same way can be used In
tbis operation, but it must be made more fusible by mixing It with a little
dQuble chloride of sodium and aluminum, and wIth potassium chlorirJ.....

v.55F.no.2-20



The processhereclescribedil no:t fot' producing' pure aluminum,
but for plating' alumi;ij.um 011: copper. It will be seen that the hath
which is, flrst and recommended by De Ville is not a fluoride
of aluminum and sQdium, but a double chloride of aluminum and
8Qdillm, i.. e. a dO'llble eompound of chlorine with each of these
metals. Alumina will not dissolve in a double ehloride of alumir
nom and sodium, heated to 'aiused state. The operation of the
procef;lS first described by De Ville is this: The double chloride of
aluminum and sodium is heated to a state of fusion., The piece
of copper is made the cathode, and a bar of aluminum is made the
anode. , ,When the current is passedthrough tb,e bath, the chloride
of aluminum, being the less s,tablecompound, li\ dissolved into its
elements. The aluminum is deposited on the copper, and the chlo-
rinegas is freed at the positive pole, where it attacks the anode
of aluminum, and its atoms unite chemically with atoms of the
aluminum, to reform, again molecules of aluminum chloride, which,
when formed, take their place in the bath. 'l'he bath, which was
partially destroyed by the disruption of thecWoride of aluminum,
is thus restored, to be again electrolyzed. Instead of the anode
of aluminum, the footnote suggests that the compact mixture of
carbon and alumina may be substituted for the bar of aluminum
as an anode, and that the escaping chlorine gas, being presented to
the compact mixture of carbon and alumina, would unite with the
aluminum of the alumina, while the oxygen of the alumina would
unite with the carbon, and pass off as carbonic oxide gas. The chlo-
rine gas and, aluminum would make chloride of aluminum, and,
being reintroduced into the bath, would keep it constant.
Finally. it will be observed that De Ville suggestB that instead

of the double chlorides of aluminum and sodium, cryolite may be
used, but that it must be made ,more fusible by mixing it with a
little double chloride of sodium and aluminum and with potassium
chloride; and it is the proposition of De Ville to use cryolite in this
way as the main part of the bath, and an anode of carbon and
alumina in accordance with the footnote, which the defendant's
counsel and experts contend is substantially the same process as
that on which Hall claims a patent.
Cryolite, as we have seen, is a double fluoride of aluminum and

.odium. The theory of the process of De Ville is that the electric
current disrupts the fluoride of aluminum which is a less stable
compound than the fluoride of ,sOdium. Fluorine gas is liberated
at the anode, and, being presented to the mixture of carbon and
alumina, unites with the aluminum, and leaves the oxygen with the
carbon to make carbonic oxide gas. The fluoride of aluminum thus
c<)DstitiIted at the anode renews the bath, and is supposed to keep
it confi!tant;, while aluminum of the original fluoride of alumi-
num, which -was in the bath, is dePQsited at the negative pole.
We are very clear in our opinion that this is not an anticipation

()fHall'sV.atent. The important step of Hall'e
patent fS. dissolving of 1D the fused bath of the
double :::fluoride of aJuminum and $Odium. This happens before
any eleetrolysis occurs at all. When the electric current is ap-
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plied, it disrupts the alumina, sending the aluminum to the cathode
and the oxygen to the anode, where it unites with the carbon anode,
and becomes carbonic oxide gas. The bath material in which the
alumina was dissolved-that is, the double fluoride of aluminum and
sodium-is not affected by the electric current, and the process is
made oontinuous by the simple addition of alumina to the bath.
In the De Ville process, however, alumina is not dissolved in the
bath. The fused mass subjected to the current is composed of a
double fluoride of aluminum and sodium with no alumina in it.
No effect comes from the presence of the alumina in the anode
until after the electric current is passed through, and the fluoride
of aluminum has been disrupted, and fluorine gas has been pro-
duced at the anode; then the gas unites with the aluminum of the
alumina, and restores the bath, in a manner, to its former state,
to be again disrupted by the applieation of the current. In the one
case there is a simple solution of the alumina in a bath and its
disruption by the current, the bath remaining constant; while in
the De Ville I)l'ocess the bath itself is disrupted, and restored
again by the union of one of the disrupted elements with an element
of the alumina in the compact anode. In the Hall process there
is simply solution of the alumina and electrolysis; in the De Vilk
process there was electrolysis, followed by what is called an "electro-
chemical solution of the alumina."
Defendant's counsel and experts, in their effort to make the two

processes the same, rely upon the supposition that when the com-
pact anode of carbon and alumina was inserted by De Ville into
the bath of cryolite some of the alumina was necessarily dissolved
in the cryolite,and so the current electrolyzed that alumina as in
the Hall process. In the first place, the experiments made on be-
half of complainant demonstrate that a compact mixture of carbon
and alumina (which can only be made by the use of some binding
material) may be kept in a bath of cryolite for many hours without
dissolving the alumina at all. Some counter experiments by de-
fendant are by no means so satisfactory, because the results may
be attributed to the presence of other causes than the solution of the
compact anode. .
But suppose it to be a fact that in De Ville's process alumina

was dissolved in the bath from the anode, and that thereupon it was
electrolyzed as in the Hall process, it was a mere accident, of·which
De Ville made no note, and which, therefore, we may reasonably
infer, he did not observe. Accidents of this character cannot be
relied on as anticipations of a patented process (Tilghman v. Proc-
tor, 102 U. S. 707, 711) when the operator does not recognize the
means by which the accidental result is accomplished, and does
not thereafter consciously and purposely adopt such means as a
process for reaching the result. De Ville did not intend that the
alumina should be dissolved in the bath. If he did, why did he
unite it with carbon by means of pressure and a binding material?
If he had intended to dissolve the alumina, he could not have done
anything which would have so interfered with his purpose. Just
as Prof. Langley says, such a course would have been as reasonable
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as it would be for a man, wishing to dissolve a lump of sugar in
his coffee, to varnish it or grease it. De Ville did not intend to
dissolve the alumina in the bath-First, because, as we shall see
hereafter, he had no knowledge that it would dissolve therein;
and, second, because, until the fluoride of aluminum had been de-
composed in the bath by the current, he did not need anything
with which to restore that fluoride to the bath. He felt that it
was necessary to have the alumina in a solid form, in close ('on-
nection with the carbon. because, without the strong attraction that
the carbon would have for the oxygen of the alumina, the fluorine
gas could not get at the aluminum of the oxide.
De Ville was seeking to electrolyze the fluoride of aluminum,

while Hall was seeking to electrolyze alumina. It was a condition
precedent to Hall's success that his alumina should be in a liquid
state. As we have seen, it was essential to De Ville's process that
his alumina should be Where it was, 1. e. mixed in solid form with
the carbon.
This brings us to a theory of the Hall process which has been

advanced by one or more of the defendant's experts to show that
the Hall and De Ville processes are alike. Hall says in effect, in
the specifications for his patent, that the electrolyte in his process
is the alumina held in solution, and that in the decomposition the
aluminmn of the alumina goes to the cathode and the oxygen of the
alumina goes to the anode, the fused double fluoride constitut-
ing the bath remaining unaffected. The theory, or, we would better
say, the alternative theory, of the defendant's experts (for they
venture more than one) is that the fluoride of aluminum is the
electrolyte, and that when it is decomposed the fluorine attacks
the dissolved alumina, drives off the oxygen to the anode, and
unites with the aluminum remaining, thus restoring or regenerating
the bath. This theory is advanced for the purpose of showing
that the Hall bath does not remain constant, as he claims, but has
to ee regenerated as in the De Ville process, the only difference
being that in the former the alumina is held in the bath in solution,
while in the latter it is held in a compact mixture of carbon and
alumina. If this were the only difference between the two pro-
cesses, we should hold that the Hall process was a patentable dis-
covery, because the regeneration of the bath from the dissolved
alumina, if such were the chemical action which took place, would
be a successful process, because regeneration is so complete as
not even to betray itself, while in the practical operation of the
De Ville process the regeneration of the bath is very incomplete.
The fluorine gas escapes into the air, and is so corrosive as to injure
both workmen and apparatus, and the process is a failure for
commercial purposes. The compact mixture of carbon and alumina
is hard to make, and obstructs regeneration; and the substitution
for it of dissolved alumina, even if their functions in the process
are exactly the same, is the step from failure to success.
But there is no satisfactory evidence at all that the dissolved

alumina is not the electrolyte, and the burden is on the defend8nt
to show it. Coffin v. Ogden, 18 Wall. 120, 124. Prof. Chandler,
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of the Columbia Sehool of Mines, called as an expert witness for the
complainant, demonstrates, so far as chemical actions and reactions
are capable of demonstration, that it is the alumina which is decom-
posed by the current. He says that the alumina dissolves in the
fused bath of cryolite, as sugar does in water, quietly, without any
of the usual evidences of chemical aetion, such as the production
of heat, or the reduction of fusibility or thickening of the liquid.
This seems to show that the alumina in solution remains chemically
unchanged. He refers to the fact, admitted on all hands, that
when the current is applied, aluminum goes to the cathode and
oxygen to the anode without any indication of any other product
of decomposition. This result is fully satisfied by the explana-
tion that the alumina alone is decomposed. He refers to another
fact, also admitted, that, as soon as the alumina in the bath is
exhausted, the resistance to the current and the voltage of the cur-
rent to overcome it become doubled, and are not I'educed "-ntH
alumina is added to the bath. This would seem to show that the
electrolyte has been changed by the exhaustion of the alumina,
and therefore that, when present, alumina is the electrolyte. The
professor further shows from the observations of the most reliable
ehemists that the heats of formation of the three compounds in
the bath are such that it would require 4.8 volts to decompose
sodium fluoride, 4 volts to decompose aluminum fluoride, and 2.8
volts to decompose alumina, which proves that the alumina would
first yield to the action of the current, and in the presence of the
other two compounds would be the electrolyte. More than this,
Prof. Chandler points out a fatal contradiction in the theory that
the fluoride of aluminum is the electrolyte in the Hall bath. That
theory assumes on the one hand that the dissolved alumina will be
decomposed by the fluoride of aluminum, and on the other that the
alumina is a more stable compound than the fluoride when electrol-
ysis ensues, so that the fluoride, and not the aluminR, becomes the
electrolyte. Finally, the theory is shown to be unfounded by the
total absence at the anode of fluorine gas, which would certainly be
there present in perceptible quantities if fluoride of aluminum is
the electrolyte and fluorine is released by the current. K0 facts
of any kind are advanced by the defendant's experts to meet this
demonstration of Prof. Chandler, which is fully concurred in by
Prof. Langley of the Case School of Applied Sciences, and Dr. Ray-
mond. The arguments, such as they are, depend on analogies
drawn from the electrolysis of entirely different compounds, as, for
instance, water. With the burden on the defendant on this issue,
we are very clear that it has not been sustained.
An alternative theory, advanced by some of defendant's experts,

is that when alumina is dissolved in the bath, a compound of oxy-
gen, fluorine, and aluminum, called "oxyfluoride of aluminum," is
formed, which is the electrotype. It is sufficient to say of this
theory that no chemist, and certRinly none of defendant's experts,
ever isolated such a compound, and no one knows that it exists.
The reason for its theoretical existence is that such a compound
is formed with the cWorides. Analogies between the fluorides
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a:nd the chlorides constantly fail. In this very case we find that
the former will dissolve alumina, and the latter will not. The
ox:yfluoride of aluminum theory is mere speculation, and not worthy
of consideration in a case involving property rights.
The defendant company instituted a number of experiments to

show· tha.t the De Ville process would work as well and in much
the same way as the HaH process. The evidence concerning these
experiments, although it all Comes from the defendant's witnesses,
leaves no doubt in our minds that they were not conducted in
a fair spirit, but rather with an intense desire to force a demon-
stration of the identity of the De Ville and the Hall processes.
Nothing else can explain the palpable disobedience to De Ville's
express directions for carrying out his process. According to De
Ville's directions, the bath must not be heated up to the melting
point .of aluminum. This is eVident, because his main process
contemplates an aluminum anode, and heat beyond its melting
point would destroy it as an anode, and it is for this reason that
he directs that the fusibility of cryolite be reduced by mixing it
with chlorides. In the experiments of the defendant the bath
was heated far beyond the melting point of aluminum. It was
so hot that the carbon of the carbon-alumina anode, a large
part of which was not sunk in the bath, but was exposed to the
air, united with the oxygen of the air, and was burned out. This
left On the exterior of the anode nothing but a ring of pure alu-

which, dropping into the bath, was of course dissolved as in
the Hall process, and from it aluminum was deposited at the
cathode. Then, too, stubs of the partly used carbon-alumina
anodes were ground up and thrown into the bath of cryolite, and
of course the particles of alumina, separated by the grinding
process from the carbon, became dissolved in the bath, and the
Hall process was again reproduced. De Ville did not contemplate
the presence of alumina in the bath except in a compact mixture
with carbon, and yet the experiments of defendant presented alu-
mina to the bath wholly free from carbon. Even with these ap-
proaches to the Hall process, the cost of producing the aluminum
which was produced exceeded that of the Hall process some sixfold.
Nothing could more clearly demonstrate the difference between the
De Ville and the Hall processes.
We have considered the Hall process as a whole, and thus com-

pa.red it with the De Ville bath-regenerating process. A comparison
of his process with De Ville's and the difference would not be com-
plete, however, without some reference to Hall's claim that he was
the first discoverer of the fact that alumina would freely dissolve
in the fused double fluoride of aluminum and sodium. The fact is
that snch a hath will dissolve from 10 to 25 per cent. of its weight
as completely as water will sugar. Defendant claims that this was
well known in the art long before Hall's application. The first pub-
lication relied on to establish the claim is found in one of De Ville's
works,asfollows:
"Cryolite is a double fluoride of aluminum and sodrum, which one may pro-

duce artificially orimltate by mixing hydrofllloriC acidinex.eess in pure and
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alumina and carbonate ot sodium In quantities such tbat the sodium
and alumiuum will be present in the Pl"OjJOI"tions in which they exist in cry-
olite. After drying and fusing the mixtlu'e oue has a limpid and homoge.
JilI?OUS substance whlcb posseS6es all the exterior characteristics of fused cryo,.
lite. I have not yet made an analysis ot it, but the weight of tbe substance
produ0ed Is such that one must suppose tbat the alumina and soda have lost
all their oxygen by transformatiun into fluoride. This cryolite, like the natu-
ral cryolite, gives alulllinum wben reduced by soda. It also yields aluminum
under tbe influence of an electric current, which a mixture of alumina and
fluoride of sodium fUSE'd together will not do. When this experiment h;r
made, one pet'celves that the alumina dissolves in the fluoride, but in small
quantity, and remaius in the condition of alumina, because an eleetric cur·
rent, which passes through the well-fused substance, yields sodium and fiu·
orine. 'l'lwse experiments, which succeed very well when one employs a mix:·
ture of fluoride of sodium and fluoride of potassium, prove further that
alumina at red beat Is decomposed neither by sodium nor by potassium."

There is no statement here at all that cryolite will dissolve alu-
mina. Tbe words, "wben this experiment is made," etc., clearly refer
to tbe experiment last spoken of; tbat is, to passing an electric cur·
rent a mixture of alumina and fluoride of sodium fused to-
gether. In such an experiment De Ville says that the alumina dis·
solves in the fluoride, 1. e. the fluoride of sodium, in small quantity.
There was no cryolite in tbis experiment.
All the other publications relied on relate to a fenture of the

purely chemical process which De Ville discovered for the reduction
of pure aluminum by the use of sodium. In that process the alumi-
num appears in tiny granules or globules of the pure metal, which
De Ville found much difficulty in running together to make a button.
He attributed this difficulty to tbe prclwnce of a thin film of alumi-
na surrounding each globule, formed by a union of the aluminum
with the oxygen of the moisture developed in the experiment. He
found that this film could be removed by washing the globules with
fluoride of sodium. De Ville says:
"The facility with which aluminum gathers toltether In the fluorides Is due

without doubt to the propE'rty which thE'Y POSSPllS of dissolvinlt the alumina
which tbe moisture aflhering to the chloride of aluminum deposits on the sur-
face of the globules on the instant of tbeir formation, and wWch the sodIum
is unable to reduce."
De Ville does not here refer to the power which double fluorides

have of dissolving alumina, but to the power which the fluorides
singly have of doing so. For, as we shall see from a subsefluent
publication, he used in his experiments the fluoride of sodium.
Speaking of the same process, Charles and Alexander Tissier, in a
work on aluminum, say:
"This saItl!. eo fluor spar] Is without action on aluminum, of which It con·

stltutes one of the best filL'{es, especially so because of. the property which it
has of dissolvin'l' the alumina with which the metal may be contaminated,
and thw! facliltatlng the reunion of the metallic particles."
In speaking of the chloride of sodium, the same authors say:
"This Is the salt Which we employ habitually in recll$ting aluminum. How-

ever, it does not possess, like the fluoride, the property of dissolving the aIu-
mina."
The fluoride here referred to is,.of course, the lluoride of sodium.

\Again, the same authors say:
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"Such was the state of aluminum manufacture, when, towards the close of

1855, ·De Ville, surprised by the facility with wWch the aluminum gathered
together when it was reduced from its fluoride instead of reducing it from its
chloride, conceived the idea of trying how the fluoride would act under these
circumstances. He perceived that the success of the operation was due to
the fact that the alumina interposed between the small globules (that is, tlw
small globules of metallic aluminum) was dissolved by the fluoride of sodium
which was formed, and thus imparted to the metallic particles a much
greater facility of reunion."

Referring to the same operation, Pelouze and Fremy, in a work
pUblished in 1865, say:
"It is probable that the salty, pasty state of this slag (i. e. the film about

the globules) is due to the alumina wWch the fluorides dissolve well, but
thereby lose their fluidity, This slag is composed principally of common salt
and fluoride of aluminum in the following proportions; Common salt, GO parts;
fluoride of aluminum, 40 parts. 'When this slag is washed, the salt is dis-
solved, and there is left fluoride of aluminum, and a little cryolite and alu-
mina. This is the alumina which has been dissolved or retained by the
fluoride bath."

Again, in a German work by Hoffman, published in 1875, there is
this reference to De Ville's process of making aluminum by his
purely chemical process:
"Instead' of the pure chloride of aluminum, De Ville soon after employed

the dou1ble fluoride of aluminum and sodium, which he reduced in a rev(>r-
beratory flU'nace ,,,ith sodium. However, the ehloride of aluminum and its
double salt eagerly attract moisture, and then yield, on heating, hydrochloric
acid and alumina, (almninUlll oxide.) This last conts over the separately
reduced globUles of aluminum with a thin skin of oxide, which makes it dif-
ficult to get the globules to unite in a mass. This oxide, as Rosseau and
Morin found, is dissolved by fluorides. For this reason fluor spar, or, as
Pelouzeaud Fremy recommended, cryolite, is added to the double salt."

Payen, another chemist, in a work published in 1878, refers to
the same process, and says:
"Cryolite may always be used with advantage in the place of fluor spar. It

act'! both as a solvent for alumina, like fluor spar, and also increases tlw
yield by furnishing more aluminulll. "
We have given all the references relied on by defendant. It is

perfectly apparent to us that it was only known that cryolite would
wash off the film of what was supposed to be alumina from the
tiny globules of aluminum in the De Ville chemical process exactly
as fluoride of sodium or fluoride of calcium would, and that cryolite
was proposed as a substitute for those compounds in this
process, But fluoride of calcium will dissolve only 1 per cent. of its
own weight in alumina, and fluoride of sodium even less. This does
not show that any chemist knew, until Hall discovered it, that cry-
olitewould dissolve alumina as water does sugar. Indeed, it will
be noticed that Felouze and Fremy, who recommended cryolite as a
substitute for fluor spar in washing off the alumina film, say that by
such dissolving the cryolite will lose its fluidity. Considering the
slight amount of alumina, to. be washed off, this would show con-
clusively that they did not know or realize that cryolite would freely
dissolve alumina, and not lose its fluidity at all. It will not do to
say that the difference is only one of degree. If cryolite only dis-
solved one per cent. of its weight in alumina, Hall's process would
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never have be.:n heard of. The difference between what Hall discov-
ered and what was known before him in this regard is the difference
between complete knowledge on a subject and so little as to be
wholly useless and not to suggest further inquiry. It is impossible,
if De Ville had any knowledge that alumina could be dissolved in
cryolite, as Hall found, that he should not have made a note of it,
for all the experts agree that he observed most carefully, and noted
exactlv all that he observed.

claim in this connection perhaps deserves some notice.
In several patents which were taken out in England for the making
of aluminum by what is the De Ville process without any variation,
the anode, made of a compact mixture of carbon and alumina, is re-
ferred to as a "soluble" anode. This is said to show that the pat-
entees knew that alumina would dissolve in the cryolite bath. The
expression is used merely to indicate the action of the fluorine gas,
released at the anode by the current, in uniting with the aluminum
of the alumina in the anode, and regenerating the bath, which of
course destroys the anode. It is an electro-chemical solution of the
anode, and wholly different from a free solution of alumina in the
bath without anv aid from electricitv. 'l'hat the term "soluble" has
no other meanin"g in this connection" is evident, because an anode of
pure aluminum is also called "soluble."
\Ve have read with care every part of this voluminous record of

over 1,500 pages, and, while we are not chemists, we have obtained
a sufficient understanding of the principles applied in the Hall and De
Ville processes to be entirely confident that they are wholly different,
and that no skilled chemist and electrician could have developed the
Hall process from the De Ville process without a real discovery.
The Bell patent of 1861, the Johnson provisional specifications of

1879, the Johnson specification of 1883, and the Graetzel patent of
1884, which are all recorded in the English patent office, and are pro-
duced here by the defendant and relied on as anticipations of Hall's
patent, are mere reproductions of the De Ville bath-regenerating
process, with various attempts to avoid the difficulties which the
process presents in its practical operation. The Graetzel patent-
the latest of them-was a failure. 'l'his is admitted by the patentee
himself, who was a witness in the case. The Johnson specifications
were never even proceeded with to the procuring of a patent, and the
Bell patent has never been used at all to make aluminum commer-
cially. It is said that one reason why these electrolytic processes, in-
cluding De Ville's, 'vere not brought into actual use, was that, until
within a very few years, there were no dynamos capable of furnish-
ing sufficient electric volume and force to make them practicable for
commercial purposes. That the improvements in the machines for
producing electricity have greatly facilitated the use of electrolvsis
as an agent in commercial processes is not to be denied, but the fail-
ure of the De Ville process for making aluminum by electrolysis
finds a far better reason in the inherent difficulties of the process
itself than in the mere expense of electricity. If the De Ville pro-
cess is operative with the present modes of pl'oducing electricity,
why does not the defendant adopt it? H -:e f,'c .., to auy one. 'l'he


